Development of an inorganic cations retention model in ion chromatography by means of artificial neural networks with different two-phase training algorithms.
This paper describes development of artificial neural network (ANN) retention model, which can be used for method development in variety of ion chromatographic applications. By using developed retention model it is possible both to improve performance characteristic of developed method and to speed up new method development by reducing unnecessary experimentation. Multilayered feed forward neural network has been used to model retention behaviour of void peak, lithium, sodium, ammonium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, strontium and barium in relation with the eluent flow rate and concentration of methasulphonic acid (MSA) in eluent. The probability of finding the global minimum and fast convergence at the same time were enhanced by applying a two-phase training procedure. The developed two-phase training procedure consists of both first and second order training. Several training algorithms were applied and compared, namely: back propagation (BP), delta-bar-delta, quick propagation, conjugate gradient, quasi Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt. It is shown that the optimized two-phase training procedure enables fast convergence and avoids problems arisen from the fact that every new weight initialization can be regarded as a new starting position and yield irreproducible neural network if only second order training is applied. Activation function, number of hidden layer neurons and number of experimental data points used for training set were optimized in order to insure good predictive ability with respect to speeding up retention modelling procedure by reducing unnecessary experimental work. The predictive ability of optimized neural networks retention model was tested by using several statistical tests. This study shows that developed artificial neural network are very accurate and fast retention modelling tool applied to model varied inherent non-linear relationship of retention behaviour with respect to mobile phase parameters.